Reynolds Scholar Takes Special Position in Justice Sotomayor’s Chambers

Washington, DC – Cesar Francia, an NYU Reynolds Scholar in Social Entrepreneurship, has begun working as Aide to the Chambers of Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor. Francia, a native Venezuelan, was recruited to compile briefs, update the chamber’s files, and assist Justice Sotomayor with her Spanish-language correspondence.

As a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences, Francia will concurrently complete his double major in International Relations and Italian while he holds this position. In addition to his Reynolds Scholarship, Francia was awarded two President's Service Awards and the NIA Award for Community Activism.

The NYU Catherine B. Reynolds Program in Social Entrepreneurship is designed to attract, encourage and train a new generation of leaders in public service. The program currently funds 16 undergraduate students and 20 graduate students from eleven different schools at NYU, all of whom receive funding, training and support to help them realize their visions for solving society's most intractable problems.

For more information about the Reynolds Program, please visit www.nyu.edu/reynolds.
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